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PRESIDENT

Brrrrrrrrrrrrrrr winter has certainly arrived! However, this hasn’t 
stopped a lot of Dodgey activities from taking place. I had the 
pleasure of taking the Vintage Drivers Club’s (VDC) newly 
restored 29 DA Dodge on the B40 Rally to Castlemaine in 
May. This Dodge was donated to the club by the late Doc 
Doherty’s widow Paula and undertook a complete restoration 
during the pandemic and is now available to VDC members 
to use if their own car is out of action, or if they don’t have a 
car of their own as yet. Great to see a quality marque was 
chosen for the job! It was a real pleasure to drive and certainly has plenty of grunt! It was 
terrific to see William Pye, son of our Vice President, taking out the driver skills test and 
the youngest entrant award in his dads 1920 Dodge tourer at this event; aimed at drivers 
under the age of 40 in cars made pre-1940. Late May saw me hit the racetrack at Historic 
Winton, unfortunately not in a Dodge, but in an Austin 7 Chummy of all things!

 It was great to finally meet and catch up with Stuart Brown from South Australia who was 
once again campaigning his 1919 Dodge Special, complete with blower hanging out the 
side of the bonnet. Stuart and his dedicated team, I think are one of the best examples 
of grass roots racing in the pit area. Every time I walked past there were half a dozen 
young blokes (Stuart’s extended family) all beavering away under, over and all around the 
car getting it ready for the next race. The old ‘19 sure makes an interesting sight on the 
dummy grid as it sits so high compared to all the sleek race cars. The old Dodge did really 
well in the regularity event, and I encourage anyone else out there with a Special to give 
this race meet a go in the future. A few more Dodge’s on the grid would be a great thing!
 As I mentioned in my last report, the club is undergoing a few changes at present as 
we move into the future, and we’d love to see the club become more active. So once 
again I encourage you as the members to put your hand up and organise a get together 
with fellow Dodge enthusiasts in your local area, just let either myself and your state 
representative know, and we can make it happen. 

Unfortunately, I’m still battling my way through the rules to run our wooden wheel raffle as 
a fundraiser for the club. What seemed like a nice simple idea has turned into a whole lot 
of red tape, but I’m getting there, so hopefully it’ll be up and running sooner rather than 
later. Members are reminded that the cut off for the WA National Rally in Busselton is fast 
approaching! Ron and Kerry are doing a tremendous job of organising everything, so I 
hope the membership gets behind them and support the event. The new website seems 
to be working rather well at the moment with a recent influx of new members, remember 
if you see anyone out and about in their Dodge, send them to the website where they can 
now sign up and pay straight away, it’s a good system!
 I’d like to wish all these new members a very warm welcome to the club, and I hope you 
enjoy what we do. That’s all I have to say this month, I hope you all have a great winter 
and tick off all the jobs that need doing on your Dodge’s, in preparation for the National 
Rally in the west. Stay safe.

Stuart McCorkelle
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VICE PRESIDENT

Hi to all Dodge club members new and old, I have to confess it’s 
been a very quiet time for me on the Dodge front over the last 
couple of months. Poor old Daisy, my 1920 tourer has barely 
left the shed, partly due to some necessary mechanical surgery, 
and partly due to a lack of time and commitment on my behalf. 
Sadly, as the Melbourne winter approaches, I doubt we will see 
too many bright, warm and sunny weekends over the next few 
months. Daisy might just have to get comfortable spending a lot 
more time in the shed for the moment.

 Some of you may recall my carpark morning ‘trademark’ from the Victorian State Rally 
in Maryborough late last year (inspirational image attached!). In order to limit the number 
of oil deposits, and more importantly to maintain a semi workable braking system, I was 
told at the rally it was time to replace the rear axle felt seals. These were subsequently 
sourced from Denis Robertshaw of club sponsor AA Bearings, and without a mechanical 
bone in my body, I set about pulling things apart and more importantly, trying to remember 
where things came from for later reinstatement. Several days later and after each wheel 
was on and off numerous times, I was vaguely confident I had the job was completed. 
This last weekend provided the car with its first substantial outing as I attended the B40, a 
‘young drivers’ VDC rally in Castlemaine. I was passenger for the weekend as my P plate 
son did all the driving, and after one roadside adjustment following billowing smoke and 
an overheating passenger side, the brakes worked ‘well’ all weekend. We were also the 
clear winners of the ‘Dirtiest Car Award’ after William hit a large dirt track puddle a little 
quicker than the instruction manual suggested! See image. It was a great rally designed to 
encourage younger person participation, and a great time was had by all. Hopefully a few 
of the ‘kids’ caught the bug. 

 On a committee front, I have been a little preoccupied 
with an extremely interfering and annoyingly busy work 
life as the building industry battles some extremely 
challenging cost and supply chain issues. That being the 
case, I have not found a lot of time to dedicate and follow 
up much on a DBCA front recently. Others, however, 
have continued to chip away at a few tasks as we try 
to make the club a little more user friendly for things 
such as membership renewal, rally registration, record 
keeping and payments etc. 
We are also encouraging and discussing ways to get our 
members together more frequently. We are very widely 
spread geographically, and distance is our enemy. We 
are looking at ways to make it easier for ‘regionalised’ 
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VICE PRESIDENT continued

members to get together both simply and inexpensively on at least two or three occasions 
annually. The key will be to keep it simple to organise, whilst also easy and inexpensive 
to participate. It’s important as a club that we facilitate a way for as many members as 
possible to meet & mix with other members. It’s the best way to ensure these beautiful 
machines are restored, maintained, and kept safe for future generations. 

 That said, if you really want to enjoy catching up with DB enthusiasts in the best possible 
format, please get yourself registered for the Busselton Western Australia National Rally 
running from 9 October -15 October 2022. The organisers have put together a once in a 
lifetime itinerary and I would encourage all members to make every possible effort to get 
there and experience the wonderful food, wine and coastal countryside of spectacular 
Southern WA. Contact Ron Lawson (Rally Director) at rlkl1@bigpond.com to enquire.

Stay well Dodge brothers and sisters
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REGISTRAR

The Membership Vehicle Register No 14 2022 has now been published.  When it was sent 
to members it included an insert which asked you to update your vehicle records with the 
Club along the lines of the Serial Numbers and Series used by the Dodge Brothers and 
set out in the Book of Information.  So far 12% of members have returned their completed 
form.  Thank you to those that have.  If you haven’t, would you please do so, then we can 
update the Club Records.

The DBCA has 6 new members since the last Newsletter: 
• Adam Merrick and Tracy Merrick from Ararat in Victoria with their 1928 Tourer plus a 

Buckboard and a Graham Brothers Truck.
• Geoff Rowett and Joan Rowett from Marrabel in South Australia with their 1929 

Roadster.
• Glenn Adams and Bev Lollback from Mt Mellum in Queensland, with their very well 

restored 1916 Tourer that looks a treat.
Welcome to these new members. We hope to see you and your vehicles on a rally soon.
Garry Lewis and Michael Rose paid the membership fees, but we have no paperwork 
for them and no contact since payment last year.   If you know them, please get them to 
contact the Treasurer or the Registrar.  Thanks.

Don’t forget when you come across someone who owns a Dodge or a Graham vehicle 
and wants to join this dynamic club point them to the tab on the home page of the DBCA 
website where they can apply and fill out their contact and vehicle details and pay.  That’s 
made life simple and easy for all.  Have a look if you haven’t already.  The website has 
been updated also and looks very professional. 

Looking forward to your vehicle update information.

Ian Neuss
2022 Registrar DBCA

NEW CONSTITUTION & LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

To all members: We now have a new constitution that embraces Life Membership.
The new constitution is on our website under library. You will note that the constitution 

now refers to our “Own Rules” and no longer the “Model Rules.”
If you would like to nominate a worthy member for life membership, please read the 

section on Life Membership Part 3 division 14 - 3.
Lachie Jackson & Bruce Friswell.
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EDITOR

Greetings Dodgy brothers and sisters

Well, someone has flicked the switch to Winter. Lots of 
transitions on at the moment, but not with the weather, 
straight into the rain, wind and Long Johns. Not much 
rallying with me, restoration continues the old Graham 
Brothers truck; getting close, I have just knocked off 
a series of five-minute jobs that were left until last. The average time taken on each was 
somewhere between five hours and five days. Between fighting the vagaries of computers 
and the mysteries of trucks I have developed the patience of Job and the wisdom of 
Solomon.

After seeing off the lockdowns followed by staying put with my wife after her operation and 
recuperation, myself and a couple of friends are off to warmer climes, to spend a couple of 
weeks in Central Australia. I will be taking a Motorhome with a friend and another friend will 
tag us in his. As I write we are fine tuning the planning and preparing the vehicles. We both 
purchased our vehicles in late February 2020 with big plans to travel, I have had a couple 
of country trips and several runs around the block, not much else; so now we are primed 
and ready to go. If you are up that way keep an eye out for us; an old Mercedes followed 
by an older Nissan, both white with silver wheels; fairly easy to spot I would imagine.

In this issue we have plenty to interest you folk. Up front there is the usual administrative 
reports, which include new ideas, initiatives, and an introduction to new members. Our 
States are very well represented with a report from each; along with some enticing photos, 
and news of upcoming rallies; and of course, the National in W.A in October. Our Feature 
articles are starting to mount, with notes on Dodge business and history and we look into 
Graham Glass. If you are planning to spend the Winter in the shed, there is plenty of good 
advice with photos to assist you in Restoration & Repair, things to buy and things to find, 
a Cartoon from the early days of 
tourism, a nice Dodge Commercial 
on the job, all wrapped up with 
advertisements from our supportive 
and valued partners and  some 
reminders of dates and events to 
consider.

Stay warm and safe
Ron Bishop
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STATE BY STATE - QLD

Hello to all our Dodgy members, we hope this finds you all well and hopefully dry, as at the 
time of writing the whole state of Queensland is under cloud and rain. Some flood warnings 
are out so I hope you all stay safe and dry.

We have some members attending the veteran rally in Narrandera, and it looks like a great 
show of cars and people have turned out for this rally. I hope you all have a great time 
enjoying the countryside and of course your awesome cars.

On the home front we haven’t been doing much with our cars with a lot of events cancelled 
due to Covid, but we have managed our little group runs in Hervey Bay and surrounds 
that we have in the Club Register for each month.  On that note the club has decided to 
change the bi-annual National Rallies to Annual Rallies, to try and get more rallies for the 
club members. The Tweeny Rallies can also be run annually if not coinciding with National 
event, so there is more scope for using our cars. Stewart has outlined the changes in his 
last newsletter report  

The club has also made these events more streamlined to allow members to do Pop-Up 
Rallies. If you see something you would like to attend with some members, or just run a 
small impromptu rally in your town with some other members, just get in touch with the club 
so that it can be arranged in line with insurance purposes.

Basically, if you wish to use your cars more, then organize a small group of members and 
set a date so that the club can put it on the books, and away you go and have more use of 
our vehicles. 

On that note if you have any ideas on club improvement for the use of our beloved cars, 
please put your suggestions forward to the club for consideration; after all it is your club to 
enjoy.

Hope to see you soon at an event but in the meantime stay safe.

QLD State Representative
Kym Wilson
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STATE BY STATE - VIC

G’day everyone

It’s been six months since the Rally in Maryborough, which turned 
out really well and everyone seemed to have a great time.  I 
apologise for not making it to the final dinner on the Sunday night, 
thanks to Randall for covering for me with the speeches.  I had food 
poisoning from the dinner on the Saturday night and to top it off 
was starting a new job the next day!  A special thanks to Ian and Joy 
McCorkelle, I couldn’t have organised the rally without their help and expertise.

I started my new job at Hoffman Engineering in Bendigo, continuing my apprenticeship in 
Mechanical Engineering.  It’s been full on working night shift and learning a lot about C&C 
machining etc.  and I have not had a lot of time for a social life.  Also, Kate has moved to 
Bendigo, and we are now living together in a house in White Hills; we are really enjoying it.  
I was able to attend a rally with the Feral Sports Car Club a few weeks back. It was great 
to get the ‘27 Tourer out for a run, exploring dirt roads around the back of Daylesford, some 
beautiful sights out there.

So, the latest find for me starts with a story of when I was 16, I was riding my pushbike 
along a road in Healesville and noticed a ‘25 dodge wreck in a paddock covered in 
blackberries.  The car was very rough but had some good parts on it that I needed to get 
for my ‘24 Dodge Ute.  I knocked on the door to find an older lady and ended up buying 
the wreck for $25.  Upon talking to her I found out about a ‘27 Buick in the shed, which had 
been there since the late 1970’s.  10 years later… I got a phone call from her son telling 
me that he needs someone to come and take the Buick away, and that he also had a 
Morris 10 that I may be interested in.  

When we went to pick the cars up the house was in disrepair and the shed was full 
of amazing antiques which the son was going through piece by piece, it surely was 
interesting!!  Dad bought the 1947 Morris 10 for mum, which she is absolutely in love 
with!  Mum and Dad have been driving it around Healesville and Yarra Glen, she calls it 
LO because the original number plate is LO 317.  It is red with Burgundy and completely 
restored.  

The National Rally is coming up in WA in October 2022, it will be a fantastic rally for those 
who are able to get over there.  I am considering flying over for a couple of days depending 
on my work.

I hope to catch up with you all soon 

Tom Brown
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It was good to see a number of DBCA members at the Pre-1931 Autumn Tour in Orange 
on the first weekend in May. The weather on the two main days wasn’t as good as 
everyone would have liked, but the routes, activities and meals were all of the usual high 
standard. Luckily, we had a perfect day for our pop-up rally for DBCA members on the 
Sunday and enjoyed the interesting drive into the old gold mining centre of Ophir. Guiding 
our 1922 Roadster across the weir was a highlight for Ian!

You’d better get your skates on if you want to attend this Tour in Cowra next year as 
numbers are limited to 120 cars and we hear that some accommodation is already booked 
out for the main dates of May 4-7. Once again we will organise some runs for Dodge 
Brothers cars straight after the main rally finishes after the Sunday BBQ breakfast. Some 
members might like to come just for the Sunday and Monday if they can’t make the major 
rally. There will be more about this on the website (www.dbca.asn.au) and Facebook as 
the time gets closer so keep your eyes out for details.

In the last Newsletter our President reported on some big changes to the way rallies and 
events will occur in the future. The main change is that National Rallies will now be held 
every year instead of every second year. Also, state members are now being encouraged 
to run more events each year. As Stuart said: “these may be simple BBQ get-togethers or 
displaying as a Club at a car show.” 

So, I encourage NSW members to contact me with ideas for events in their area. It can 
then be advertised on Facebook and the website. The 2022 Register provides details of 
all members in the Club and could be the first point of call to check which other members 
could take advantage of a local event or activity. 

STATE BY STATE - NSW
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STATE BY STATE - NSW

NSW DBCA Pop up Rally - Cowra Region - May 2023 

 Sunday May 7th, 2023, at 9.30am.   After the Pre 1931 Autumn Tour of May 4th 5th 
and 6th 2023 in Cowra farewell breakfast.

There will be a NSW Popup DBCA Rally of 1 or 2 days or more depending on the 
interest of the DBCA members from far and wide.

 Starting point: Cowra Information Office just over the Bridge. 
Day tours heading north south and east and west on roads not travelled on the Autumn 

Tour.  All self-catered so - BYO picnic lunches with a BBQ dinner by the Club on the 
final night.

We might fit in a trip to some of the local members workshops as well.    More later so 
Save the Date and stay tuned as its building.

Accommodation : visitcowra.com.au
 Contact: NSW State Rep: Penny Young  : dbrep_nsw@dbca.asn.au  

to register your interest.

The National Rally in WA is getting closer. Rather than transporting our Roadster across 
the country Ian and I have decided to borrow a vehicle from a WA Club member so we are 
looking forward to that experience: a DB Ute will be quite a change for us. We spent 11 
years living in WA in the 1990s and remember the Southwest corner of the state with great 
fondness. So, I join with Ron and Kerry in encouraging members to register for the rally as 
I’m sure it will be a memorable event.’

Another recommendation for members is to take your Register with you when travelling 
in other states. That way you can call on people who will almost always be glad to show 
you their vehicles and give you tips about their region. After a trip to Adelaide in March 
we drove south in our modern car to explore 
the beautiful Limestone Coast area. Nick and 
Rose Hunt were most hospitable on our visit 
to Mount Gambier, and we had a terrific tour of 
the town and the amazing Blue Lakes in Nick’s 
1926 Tourer.

Penny Young
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STATE BY STATE - TAS

Sunday The 1st on May saw the return of the annual “Picnic at Ross” which saw a huge 
variety of cars from all over the state converge on the village for a wonderful day of 
comradery.

Although 3 members of the 
DBCA attended, 2 of those were 
in other vehicles for the day.  
Tracey and Simon form Hobart 
were very close to binging Lola 
but haven’t quite completed the 
hood.  Everyone is looking forward 
to their first Tasmanian Dodge 
outing!

The weather was, as usual a 
perfect day in Tasmania.

Cheers, 
Cam
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STATE BY STATE - SA

On Sunday 10th April 2022 several Dodge Owners entered the Gawler to Barossa Veteran 
and Vintage Run which started from Gawler and ended up at Chateau Tanunda in the 
Barossa Valley, South Australia. There were 72 entries of cars, trucks and bikes.
The highlight in my opinion was the 1909 Stanley Steamer Mountain Wagon. Four 
members from the DBCA attended: Nick Hunt from Mount Gambier, Danny McGuinness 
from Mount Burr, Geoff Hansen from Eudunda and Gil Purdie from Lyndoch. 
Congratulations to new member Geoff Rowett with his 1929 Dodge Roadster who won the 
President’s Choice Award. This annual event is proving to be more popular every year, with 
rarer veteran and vintage vehicles appearing every year.
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The Sporting Car Club of South Australia on 24th of April 2022 held the ALL HISTORIC 
MALLALA 2022.

This is for Historic Racing Vehicles with one category, group K and group L including 
Dodge Specials, with a Show and Shine at lunchtime some, 150 vehicles were able to 
do demonstration laps around the Mallala Track. I entered my 1935 Dodge one of only 6 
vintage vehicles, but a good time was had by all.

Another event I attended was the Swan Reach Show and Shine at Swan Reach on Sunday 
1st May. It was a nice change to see country vehicles from the Riverland on display.  

Gil Purdie

STATE BY STATE - SA
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Industry  Automobile
Founded  1902 (first vehicle produced 1897)
Defunct  1924
Fate  Sold and dissolved
Headquarters Maple Street in Watertown, MA, United States
Key people Francis Edgar Stanley and Freelan O. Stanley
Products  Vehicles

The Stanley Motor Carriage Company was an American manufacturer of steam cars; it op-
erated from 1902 to 1924. The cars made by the company were colloquially called Stanley 
Steamers, although several different models were produced. 

Early history
 

F. O. Stanley and his wife Flora drove to the top of Mount Washington in New Hampshire to 
generate publicity for their firm.

Twins Francis E. Stanley (1849–1918) and Freelan O. Stanley (1849–1940) founded the 
company, after selling their photographic dry plate business to Eastman Kodak. They made 
their first car in 1897. During 1898 and 1899, they produced and sold over 200 cars, more 
than any other U.S. maker.[1] In 1899, Freelan and his wife Flora drove one of their cars 
to the top of Mount Washington in New Hampshire,[2] the highest peak in the northeastern 
United States. The ascent took more than two hours and was notable as being the first time 
a car had climbed the 7.6 miles (12.2 km) long Mount Washington Carriage Road; the de-
scent was accomplished by putting the engine in low gear and braking extensively.[2] The 
Stanleys later sold the rights to this early design to Locomobile, and in 1902 they formed 
their own Stanley Motor Carriage Company.
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STATE BY STATE - WA

Winter 2022 DBCA WA State Report

Hello Fellow Dodge Brothers enthusiasts, we had a get together for lunch at the Veteran 
and Classic Car Club rooms on April 24th. There were 4 Dodge Brothers cars and some 
like us came in our modern vogue of transport. Ray’s 15 roadster certainly looks the part 
and the other 3 were very good eye candy as well. It was great to sit and chat about the 
progress of our current projects and the DB Rally.  

I attended the Curtin Radio Car Show back in April. I had the Senior on display with other 
cars from the Peel Branch of the V.C.C. A fellow came up and asked my wife Kerry what 
year it was and said that he had a lot of DB parts that he had to get rid of or they were 
going to the scrap. I came back from my wandering around just before he left, and we 
arranged for me to collect the bits. The stash had some 28 Chev stuff amongst it, but I 
ended up with 4 motors and transmissions for Victory or Standard 6’s plus 2 rear ends and 
a couple of front axles. All too good for the Scrappy. The beauty of getting these parts is 
that they are now all under cover and it is all available to DBCA members.  
Cheers for now, take care and stay safe in this crazy world 

Ron Lawson 

Winter 2022 WA Rally Report

The Borders are open, and the slip rails are down so mount up your old DBs and head to 
WA for the DBC rally. We have now got all of the runs for the week’s activities all sorted 
ready for printing in the program and I hope that you won’t be disappointed with our 
selection. The Busselton area has so much to offer it’s hard trying to put it all into 5 days, 
but we have done our best. I would like to ask that if you are intending on coming on the 
Rally could you please have your entry or expression of interest by June 30th. We have 
got heaps to do and need to know close to the final numbers that will be attending so that 
badges and other goodies can be catered for. 

For those that need an expression of interest form, or an entry form they are available from 
our web page and If there are any one that needs one posted just let us know.  

Ron 

WA Rally Director
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Among Ziba Graham’s business interests was a modest stake in the Lythgoe Bottle 
Company in Loogootee, Indiana, which was founded by Charles Lythgoe. When Ziba’s 
eldest son Joseph expressed interest in purchasing the company, which he duly acquired, 
Ziba increased his investment and soon became it’s president; in the year 1901.
While Ziba’s main interest and activity was with Graham Farms, he gave full support to 
his teen-aged son; aware there was much to learn. It was a tough beginning, long hours, 
arduous labour, which included collecting broken glass for the business, and little reward. 
The first task was to ensure survival, and the youth was convinced he was up to the 
challenge

The production of glass bottles in America had it’s roots in the early years of the 
colonization of North America. Eight Polish and Dutch glass blowers were part of John 
Smith’s English expedition of 1608, and the skills they brought were still a most valuable 
asset when Joseph entered the industry almost three centuries later. At that stage mass 
production was not an option due to the labour-intensive nature of the process; a process 

FEATURE ARTICLE

Graham Glass
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which involved gatherers, mould boys, carry-out boys and of course, the glass blower. 
While there was some development of bottle blowing machines in the late nineteenth 
century, these were rudimentary machines and had their drawbacks, some no quicker than 
the traditional methods of men with hearty lungs. They still required a gatherer to precisely 
measure the amount of glass to enter the mould. In 1903 a machine was produced to 
mechanize this task, making it semi-automatic. Further development led to the capability 
to produce narrow necked bottles, reduce manual input, and create the opportunity for 
greater profits.

By 1905 the company was in a steady and stable financial situation, and Joseph sought 
to transform the business with further efficiency, purchasing a battery of Johnny Bull 
glass blowing machines. This meant inevitable changes to the operation of the plant, and 
the roles of its workforce. This transition was achieved with few problems; aided by the 
Graham’s reputation as a fair and reasonable employer.

In 1906 they purchased the Loogootee Sand Glass Company, enabling the coming 
together of this resource with stable management, workforce, and cheap local natural gas. 
In 1907 Robert joined the company and at his suggestion the business became known as 
the Graham Glass Company.

While the early Johnny Bull glass blowing machines were pioneers in the field, they had 
shortcomings that Joseph set out to resolve. By 1907 there was a Graham Machine in 
operation; among many improvements on it’s 
predecessor being streamlined feeding of the 
glass, enabling the use of just 2 tables, those 
of hand gatherer and hand transfer, a great 
labour-saving advance. Further development of 
the feeder function saw the Graham Machine 
considered the best in the industry by 1912.

The changes kept coming, with Ray joining the 
company as Secretary and Manager in 1908, 
whilst at the same time managing Graham 
Farms. Thus, the Graham Brothers were adult 
business partners for the first time, a partnership 
that would endure for the rest of their lives.

Next issue: further reflections on glass
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MAKE:    Dodge Pickup Utility REGISTRATION NUMBER: 493CB2
YEAR:    1938   SERIAL No./Chassis No.:    8201502
MODEL:   RC, rated at ½ ton  T 27cwt      AG 2T 2cwt
WHEELBASE:    116”  Wheels 16”, Differential Ratio 3.9.1
ENGINE No.  T58-19487  Surrogate Chassis No: Q1NVAAA39M002 

ENGINE: 218CID, Bore and Stroke 3 3/8” x 4 1/16”, BHP 75 @ 3000 RPM, Taxable HP 
27.34, Torque 154 ft.lbs. @ 1200 RPM.  The engine was the 18487th T58 Series engine. 

CHASSIS: Chassis is 14801st of 17633 manufactured by the Chrysler Corp in Detroit, 
Michigan in the last quarter of 1937.  DD’s chassis and running gear was a direct import by 
Austral Motors Ltd. (the Chrysler dealers in Brisbane), where the body was built and fitted 
in the Charles Hope factory. This vehicle was generally referred to in Australia as a Tourer 
Utility; however, in their day they were often referred to as a Station Utility. DMT has listed 
it now as a Pickup Utility.

ELECTRICS:  Electronics have been retained as 6 volt with 6V quartz halogen bulbs. 

RESTORATION WORKS:  DD has been fully restored from the ground up, including: 
- *Panels, sandblasted & painted (2 Pack)  in Childers * New safety glass windscreen   
*Chroming refurbished in Bundaberg *New tyres imported from Adelaide *New fuel tank   
*Custom made exclusive Peter Coiltin side mirrors *Radiator rebuild  *Brakes renewal  
*New 6V battery  *Wiring/leads replaced *Timber tray is the original hoop pine timber 
*Instruments all restored and calibrated *Engine rebuild by Richard *New exhaust *New 
crown wheel, pinion bearings and seals *New upholstery & soft top by Jeff Sleep (Pacific 
Haven).The project took 7 years.
Thanks to the main restoration team:  Chief Mechanic – cousin Richard Chew (Pacific 
Haven), Engineer/Project Manager - bro. Alan Chew, and Carpenter/Joiner – Peter Sault 
(Burrum Heads), with endless gratitude for their sterling work and TLC. 

DODGE BROS: The Centenary of Dodge Motor vehicles was 
in 2014.  One model was offered in 1914 - a Touring four-
cylinder car for US $785.  John Francis Dodge (born in 1864) 
and Horace Elgin Dodge (1868) learned their trade in their 
father’s machine shop.  They built bicycles, and in 1902 made 
transmissions for Oldsmobile.  In 1903, they bought into Henry 
Ford’s company and made parts for Ford (including engines) 
until they fell out with Henry in 1914 and decided to build 
their own car.   Their car quickly earned its reputation for its 
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straightforward honesty and dependability; and by 1920 they had 
moved into second place in the industry.  Unfortunately, that year 
was also the year both brothers died. Both had been heavy drinkers 
- Horace had been diagnosed with cirrhosis.  John contracted 
the flu virus – the epidemic that took more lives than WW1 – and 
Horace was helping him in his convalescence.  However, John had 
the added complication of pneumonia, and died in January.  Horace 
also became ill and died in December.    In 1924 Dodge was sold to 
a NY banking firm Dillon Read & Co for US $146million, and in 1928 
Walter Chrysler bought Dodge for US $170million.  It is still in Chrysler hands today.  

CHEW BROS: In 1938 my Dad (Wilf Chew) from Howard, and 
his best mate, Ernie Rodgers (Sr) from Torbanlea, each bought a 
Dodge Ute in Brisbane (Ernie’s was a hard top, Dad’s a soft top).  
Then along came WW2, and the Government confiscated all 
cars that were not primary producers’ vehicles “for the war effort”.  
Unfortunately, Ernie lost his ute in this way.  To save his new pride 
& joy from a similar fate, my Dad transferred DD’s ownership to 
his brother (Roy Chew), who had a citrus farm at Howard.  The 
main highway that now bypasses Howard, runs through the 
middle of what used to be Uncle Roy’s citrus farm.  DD clocked 
up almost 7,000 miles hauling citrus crops in Howard, where she had always been kept 
under cover, so she survived the ordeal.  My cousin Richard (Dick Chew) owned the 
garage in Howard for many years, and when Uncle Roy retired from the farm, Dick gave 
DD refuge in his garage.  Now she’s been restored to her original colour and vitality, saved 
in no small way by our local citrus industry, DD will proudly participate in our Coalfest 
parade this year.    She has lived in Howard since 1938 – all her life.
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DDrraafftt  DDooddggeerr’’ss  RReessuurrrreeccttiioonn  iinn  PPiiccttuurreess…… 

              

                     

             

   

          

            

               

                         

  

Julia Chew – July 2021 
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RESTORATION AND REPAIR

 I am currently restoring a 1930 Dodge DC8 Tourer, and in the process have noticed that 
the door Hinges and Latches, and inside door handles appear to be the same back to 
1927/8, or earlier; up to my Dodge 1930, I have seen them in some photos from Richards, 
and on Members vehicles.
They must have been bought in from an outside supplier, as I have found that they are 
also fitted to Chevs, and NEW ONES are available for any members that may need them, 
from a Chev Reproduction Company called “The Filling Station” in the United States. (They 
have a 300 +page catalogue online)
These parts are for Australian produced Tourers, not Budd built. The Budd hinges are quite 
different. The inside handles are also available from Glenn Smith under Chev parts. 

 The parts I have picked up on are as follows, there could be more for earlier Dodges 
 Door Hinges
Door Latches
Inside Door handles – Pull type for front doors
 Conventional type for rear doors
Handle to latch connecting bars, and mount bracket.
They also have the ‘Temp Sender’ replacement for my car, but I don’t know if the unit was 
used on any earlier Dodge products. It is a 3-coil type that rises in ¼ graduations.

 Regards
Kevin Brincat-Cotton
Email bc3s@bigpond.com
Ph 0883980404

Door Hinges

DDrraafftt  DDooddggeerr’’ss  RReessuurrrreeccttiioonn  iinn  PPiiccttuurreess…… 

              

                     

             

   

          

            

               

                         

  

Julia Chew – July 2021 
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RESTORATION AND REPAIR
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Restoring a 1927 Dodge Brothers Ammeter 

I recently restored an Ammeter for my 1927 Dodge Brothers and thought it would be helpful to share some details 
for anyone else who, like me, may have been a little apprehensive about tearing a gauge apart.  I was missing the 
correct ammeter and they are quite hard to find as Dodge Brothers gauges went through a lot of changes at the 
end of the 1920s.  The gauge I needed was a 20A white faced gauge with the needle pointing down (plenty of the 
earlier black faced gauges around, but not white, and even less with the needle pointing down).  Luckily, I was 
given most of the parts by another Dodgey Brother, but needed to do some restoration, specifically the face.  

First step was to pull it apart and clean up all the parts.  I 
bead blast the metal pieces to remove the rust and had 
them Zinc plated (they would likely have been Zinc or 
Cadmium plated originally to prevent corrosion) and 
Matt Nickel plated the bezel for me.  Top tip, don’t bead 
blast the face – they are quite thin and distort very easily!  
Before stripping the face, I cleaned and scanned it (just 
using a conventional desktop scanner).  I gave the face a 
coat of white paint (matching the other gauges I have). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
With an image of the gauge scanned into my computer I started to clean it up using photoshop software.  
However, this was going to take a very long time and I found an existing font that was almost exactly the same 
(Calibri).  Using Microsoft powerpoint (I’m sure there are better programmes) I was able to re-create the text with 
the same shape and size as the original (I did this over the original image to get the positioning correct).  It took a 
while to get the text spacing and curvature correct but trial and error got me close in the end.  I also took the 
opportunity to change the polarity (swapping “charge” & “discharge”) as I had converted to negative earth and 
the ammeter wires were not long enough to swap connections. 

 
Having re-created the text the next stage was to print it.  I was initially going to send it to a “sign writer” to make 
a sticker but it would be hard to get the correct background colour and cut out for the needle.  I did a little research 
and found that water slide decals would be quite good and these can be made using a conventional inkjet printer 
using special decal paper.  There seemed to be plenty available on E-Bay (~$10 for 5 sheets).   

The parts before starting 

Needle/coil sub assembly 

Scanned image of face New text over original image New text ready for printing 
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You print directly onto the decal paper (similar to printing a photo) and then just apply a coat of acrylic top coat.  
When ready, you can cut the transfers to size and soak in water for a few seconds and then just slide them off the 
paper and into place.  The good thing is that it’s quite easy to adjust the position to get them exact.  Once in 
position, you bake in the oven.  I then applied a top coat of clear sealer (help protect and also hides the edges of 
the decal). 

       

With the face done it was time for re-assembly.  That was fairly straightforward but being an ammeter, there are 
a few things to be carefull with.  Make sure the needle moves freely – I used a small drop of clock oil on the pivot 
points.  The size, order and condition of the fibre insulating washers is critical (to prevent a short) and I applied a 
coat of insulating varnish to the coil (just incase the needle ever contacts it – don’t want it going up in smoke). 

 

I gave it a quick test before fitting the needle assembly to the case and to my surprise found that the needle was 
moving in the wrong direction (but I’d checked it before).  I found out that you can change the orientation of the 
magnet (I must have put it in the wrong way around upon re-assembly) – if I’d known that at the start I wouldn’t 
have needed to swap the “charge” and “discharge” – one to remember for next time      .  Overall, it was easier 
than I expected – give it a try! 

    

One of the decals cut to size and ready to fit. 

Parts laid out and ready for re-assembly 

Insulating washers 
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Repairing a Dodge Brothers Water Pump Old Care Garage: Robert A Donn 

 
44  
After many miles of service, your early DB water pump  
will probably start leaking. If adjusting the packing 
nuts doesn't help, or if the adjustment is gone, this 
indicates that the water pump is in need of new packing.... 
proceed as follows....drain the water from the cooling 
system... place an old blanket or similar cover over 
the right fender to protect it...clean the area around 
the pump packing nuts and shaft by scraping and 
application of a good solvent such as varsol or Lestoil...remove 
the two grease fittings or grease cups at the packing end of the 
pump...remove the packing nuts by turning them away from the 
engine and toward you...an inch and five/ sixteenths open end 
wrench or a twelve inch adjustable wrench is required 
for this work...do not use slip-joint pliers as they will only 
ruin the nut...after the packing nuts are removed, the 
packing glands will be exposed... there is a little metal 
ring around the shaft that follows the packing into 
the packing recess in the pump body... this is a good time to 
clean the shaft and inside the nut...spray carburettor and 
choke cleaner; works well here...after the area is again 
cleaned, it is time to slip the packing glands out into 
the nuts...dig the old packing out of the housing and 
once again repeat the cleaning process. You are now ready 
to install new graphite string packing... this may be 
obtained at most hardware stores selling plumbing 
supplies. This is commonly used as replacement packing 
for sink faucets...you guys want to separate this packing 
into strings for easier installation... wrap the shaft 
tightly with several wraps of the string and force 
it back into the pump...after the cavity is filled, bring 
the packing gland forward and force the string into the 
housing. Anti-seize compound may be optionally applied at this 
time and this will keep the nuts free for later 
adjustment... start the nut, being sure that it is not 
cross-threaded, and tighten it snugly just a little tighter 
than hand-tight to start the packing. Loosen it up and again 
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run it up this time just with your fingers...DO NOT TIGHTEN 
ANY MORE AT THIS TIME...re-install the grease fitting and 
lubricate the pump bushing in the normal manner...a good 
grease fitting is one with a cap to keep the grease 
and water from forcing back out.  A good type for touring 
is the turn-down grease cup, as it carries lubrication for several 
times... refill the cooling system...start and run the engine 
for several minutes.... feel the nuts to be sure the 
packing is not too tight and overheating... if it leaks, 
tighten it just enough to stop the leak; NO MORE. It 
is a good idea to carry some of this packing with you in 
your survival kit for roadside repairs. E.M.C.  

PHOTOGRAPH IDENTIFIED. We received the following 
letter from Mr. and Mrs.  Gerald P. Null, 64 Clinton Drive, 
R.D. 2, Triadelphia, West Virginia 26059.  
"Regarding the Sept/Oct. 1987 issue, page 9... I 
checked my "The Filmgoers Companion" book about the 
film. There is an ad that is almost the same as the photo 
shown. The film is called "The Comic" by Columbia 
Pictures starring Dick VanDyke, Michele Lee and Mickey 
Rooney, written & produced by Carl Reiner & Aaron 
Ruben...directed by Reiner. It is advertised as a funny new 
motion picture that tells Hollywood like it was! The year 
listed on Dick  
VanDyke's credit is 1969."  
Thanks for the info. Gerald... Eds. 
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1922 DB Tourer
I plan to sell my 1922 Dodge Tourer in the next few months, but before I do, I would like to 
offer it to the DBCA membership before advertising the car elsewhere.  Somebody in the 
Club may be looking around for a beautiful example of these sturdy vintage cars and this 
may present as a good opportunity to acquire one.

• 100% complete,100 years old, 100% rust free
• On Vic Club Permit since September 2021
• Car number 678225
• Originally bought new by a farmer in Western Victoria, I purchased the car from his 

grandson, making me the second owner outside the original family
• $10,000 Receipts Motoreco Wodonga for complete engine rebuild (needs running in)
• $8000 upholstery completed February this year. This includes ‘salt and pepper’ 

material for the roof and side curtains. Genuine leather seats, new seat springs
• Good presentable paintwork in dark green and black
• Reconditioned magneto by COG Chiltern
• Reconditioned Stewart carburettor by Allcarb in Echuca
• Replacement rims made by Steve Hood
• Camber / Castor / Toe in – out laser set by Hume Truck Technics Wodonga 
• Beautiful working condition Johns Manville speedometer
• New re-nickel plating to radiator shell and windscreen posts
• Genuine reason for reluctant sale
• Inspections / test drives / requests for further photos, engine receipts detailing 

extensive work done and /or video of engine running etc. are welcome 
• Whereas I do not expect to recover anywhere near the financial outlay that has gone 

into this car, I do invite reasonable offers.

Bill Harding, Mobile: 0448 125 788 Email: sirwilliam@badrag.net

FOR SALE
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1924 DB Tourer
Fully restored 1924 Dodge winning “Restoration of the Year 2016/2017” for the Canberra 
Antique and Classic Motor Club (CACMC). No longer have space so it needs to move on to 
a new owner. Interior professionally reupholstered in tan colour. Inspections welcome.

Also have 1929 Plymouth U 90% restored. 
Phone (02) 6262 7786 gsdavidson@grapevine.net.au

FOR SALE
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FOR SALE

Generators
Over many years I have collected and operated many Dodge Starter Generators for use on 
miniature 7 ¼ gauge locomotives at Diamond Valley Miniature Railway as traction motors.
I am now downsizing a lot of equipment and the very last item is a very good Dodge 
Starter Generator (which has never been adapted for Miniature railway use and remains in 
standard automotive configuration). It also includes assorted parts as listed hereunder; -
Features include
• A very good armature and brush gear 
• 6 spare sleeves to go over the brush end
• Numerous spare brush holders 
• An assortment of the special studs to secure the ends of the unit to the main body.

 I am looking at $200 for the lot.  If any of your members are interested, I can be contacted 
by email rcarlisl@netspace.net.au or call me on 0429 164 022  Bob Carlisle

WANTED 
1928 fast four or a 1928 standard 6 chassis to go with the Roadster body that i have.
Stuart Westerman  Mobile phone no 0418 150 750

WANTED INFORMATION
I was wondering if you would be able to trace a 1926 Dodge tourer that my father owned 
from 1928 to 1944. I am just curious to know if the engine still exists after all these years.
The engine no is:  A630734

I have one of the registration details showing the engine number and car colour etc. which I 
have enclosed for your information.
 I still have the steering wheel the spotlights and the Dodge Brothers radiator badge and a 
few other things that used to be on the car. My father who owned it was Jim Hollingsworth.
If it’s too difficult don’t worry, I guess I am just curious after all these years to know if the old 
dear survived in any form. I still have very real memories of our time with it.

 Kind regards
Lyndon Hollingsworth

WANTED
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HUMOUR

Date February 1911
Source Cartoon by Otho Cushing, published in “Life” Magazine, 12 January 1911. 
Author Otho Cushing (1871-1942)
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COMMERCIAL CORNER
Highway Patrol Service
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WA Rally October 2022 Expressions of interest: end of June 2022, see WA Report. 
NSW Pop-up Rally May 2023: see NSW Report for details.
Spring Newsletter contributions: deadline 15th August 2022.
And A Big Thank you to all who contributed to the Winter Issue, it has been a great help.   

                                 
The Graham Legacy: Graham-Paige to 1932 Michael E. Keller Turner Publishing 
Company, Paducah, Kentucky.
Graham Owners Club
Dodge Brothers Club
The Dotted Line
Old Car Garage
Wikipedia: Stanley Steamer notes
Wikimedia: Cartoon-public domain

REMINDERS

REFERENCES
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51

For all Dodge Brothers bearings, oil seals, bronze bushes, king pins,
North East Generator brushes, Shackle bolts and axle keys.
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 EARLY DODGE PARTS

1916 to early 1930’s

Ray Morrison

New and used parts

Email: sales@raysearlydodgeparts.com.au
Or morrisoneng@internode.on.net

PO Box 1506             Swan Hill Vic. 3585
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Vintage and Classic Reproductions
Many hard to find parts now available in

Polished Stainless Steel, Brass
and Aluminium

Handles, Hubcaps, Kickplates, Vacuum Tank Tops, Float Tops and Mats

Catalogue Available Hardcopy and Online

 Rosemary and Glenn Smith
 PO Box 323,
 The Gap, QLD, 4061

 (07) 33001130
 Browse our photographic website
 to see our product line
 of Dodge Brother parts.

www.vintageandclassicreproductions.com

Email: Vintagereproductions@bigpond.com.au

D.B.C.A. Inc

Shop

DBCA Hat pins
available A$5.00 each

DBCA  Car badges available A$20.00 each
Please contact Lorraine Jackson Ph: 03 5250 3986

email : saintjack@live.com


